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mediately hear every Italian
opera of the least degree of
Tne London yearly output of pianos is said to
merit, Milan, the musical center
be
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Tus repertoire of Yraye, the Belgian violinist who
M. F. Gevagar haa nearly completed a work on the
play ia thie country
the coming season, includes je243to origin
of lain song, It will practically be a supplement
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to
tia istory of Ancient
Music."”
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bew choral work tor
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his great work. “On the SensationHelmholtz, because uf
of Tone.”
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whos compositions are inter
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1000 students, is being erected in Mosco
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of the
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Wagner Museum,

for the asle of the Oesterlein

at Vienna, is £4500. of which,
sccording to a now from
Bayreu
has been
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the present time. th,‘Th £1750
money would
probably flow in more freely but for th e @vexed
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located in future,
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one of
the las rger German cities.
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the soloist receives just

The accompaniment

great care je necessary, 80 that
the Proper amount of support.

should

force or override the
solo, neither muat it be of thatnotdragging
character which
causes the singer to fool as if pulling « heavy
burden up
a steep incline. To preserve thie ‘* happy mediam
"’ is,
to my mind, the crucial test
atrue accompanist ;and
the possetsion of gach abilityofmay
well
condone
tha
of sore other traits, For the time being, soloist lncle
and
secompaniat hould be aa one ; giving expression to ench
unity of thought that the listener,
if
sitting
with
closed
eyes, should feel it to be the effort of a single person,
‘© accomplish this desirable result the
. have
player.should
as complete knowledge of the compositio
n as the

singer.

musical

Moreover, he should’be under the effect
of a

hypnotism that

enable the vocalist to control his action, and yet will
preserve an independence
of
thought—i

n reserve, as it were—-that will permit

instantly detect a weakness in the solo, and to bim to
give that
assuring character to the support
that will carry over
the

danger point without betraying the discrepanc
y to
Such

the listener.

necessity

for no
matter how well the compositiis not infrequent,
have been rohearaed, the performance beforeonan may
audience is a vastly

different affair, and

beset with

thal are difficult to understand

many ombarrasements

by those who bave not
occupied the unenviable position.
It is ersential that
the accompanist be thoroughly acquainted
with rhythmic
understood it, and that it is forme—especially those of odd and peculiar design—
really @ very interesting poem. if a circumsta
and that he should give them
precision and decithis kind occurred in literature in the case of apy nce of sion, ao that he will assist ratherwith
than trammel the solo-.
of our
college graduates, everybody would at once recognize
ist. There are few things.
aggravating to artist or
that there was something Wrong. Education
audience than a vague and more
uncertain
had
failed
ment.
to educate.
While he must be a correct timiat, accompani
But in music this sort of thing is universal,
it ie necessary to
excepitin the case
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conception of bisown, he mom be Drapared todecided
abeorb the
seaception felt by ub8 soloist, and so mould bis owo
ideas that they

‘Passe is one very important palot where allour teach:
blend wi h those of the soloist
form
‘ax slope short, ne will be recognize
e wall-developed background to and
d
any educator, ® completand
the muri.
tamediniely the point is mactoned. by“Music
is tone. cal picture of which tho solo is the central Ggure, In
poetry,

,
11 spoake
the coadiuon of another soul af thesomething
of camposition, When the composing sool moment
waa
a
great
sponks in groat significance ;whon the composingone,soulit
waa awall one, tt naturally apeaks
smaller mgniit
cance. Bat always, be it great or be itinamall,
real music
spoaks soul,
35
Now, all our schooling brings the pupil where, if-ho
hue any appotite forastory or a poet, be is able to take
g
8 printed
and
it without
italoud. copyIPT ingethisa band,
levior fr6m enjoy
a iend Tan reading
ane 3s
honr it in my mind aa I run my eye over
PIANISTS’
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HAND
the lines. EveryTEACHERS’
TECHNICON.
vody doce thie—the deat Person as well
as those who
can bear. A fow have to move their
as if silently
spogking, in ordertorealize what they lips,
ue
are reading; but
tho’good reader does not even make
this
concession,
Thas
is that all literature is open to the educated per:
Ss 285 BR axet
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the
intention of becoming composers, and have
therefore
mastered musical notation from a different
stand pgiert.
Thus

we come upon two defects

Possess that flexibility of temperament that
will enable
im to flow along with the principal
through bars of
ever-changing value, irrespective of what
the time signature

may

be. Ofcourse, he must be able to transpose
which even the music
graduates of our best achools rarely
to meet the requirements of pianos of
overcom
incorrect pitch, or
the effect of the weather upon the voice
the soloist,
at a fair playing
In the foregoing, it has been taken of
without practice; and,
for granted that
second, the representative point
faculty is ‘not cultivated to the ample time has been allowed for cxamivati
on of
point where:the student hetirs his music
he reada it, work to be performed ; that principal and accompanithe
st
before his fingers have touched the keys. as The
have acquired some knowledge of euch other's teinpera,
remedy
for the former shortedming ia obvious. It
ig more care- ment, and that sufficient rehearagl has been had. Also,
ful and all-around training of the playing apparatus, that the eoloist is a vocalist, and, again,
that but one
But the great defect of all lies in the second point, and person has to be accompanied,
i
no small part of the ephemer
When compared with the demands made
fading away of piatto.
the
technic is due to the same lack.al For
profession
al accompanist in any of the greatupon
technic
is
the
re.
musical
sult of two elements—clear thinking and muscular flexi. Centers, such @ condition would seem almost
a paradise.
bility. There ig no resson why a girl should lose the Tf in Shear: the requirements are many, in Practice
thé
latter, and if she has once acquired the clearness of number is largely increased, among which
nerve and
technic does not reach a point where it will e: the
maintain
itself

musical conception, her technic will stand by ber
in a
degree which will astonish the average teacher,

will-power must be pre-eminent if the wusician is
to be

succesaful,

I

have said that solo and accompaniment
The ability to hear music inside, reading
should be aa one, and that the pianiet should have
as
printed copy, without apy participation of it from a complete knowledge of the compositi
fingers, is
soloist,
something which every music student ought to have, It is often the case that H@ does not seeon itasuntilthe within
a
according to his degree of advancement.
Unless be bas fow hours of the pablic performance, and frequently has
this, he is ignorant, He has no foundation,
it put into hie hand—as for an encore—just aa he is goand
is
not
educated in music in any sense of the term. He may, ing on the stage.” The ability to make a succeeaful
per.
perhaps, be educated in the keyboard, but not in music. formance ander such circumstances “entitles
bia toe
And it will be found that the Wellesle and Vassar girl higher rank in the profession than is usually accorded.
is just as deficient in this ability as they average
A
true accompanist can only be at bis best when asstudent
of the musical cross-roads—or very nearly
Many sisting soloists of the freatest ability; not one who
aod many girls are practiciug concertos who so.probabl
merely possesses a brilliant technic, but one who ié
y
could not distinguish s major chord from a minor
b ear, st heart musician ; for as he ia but a reflex of the soloPRICE
$12.
and could not write the simplest phrase. a order
ist, his inspiration
come from the performance, and
mend thie matter it is necessary to begia differently, andto the accompaniment must
will move upon tho scale of excelto go on differgntly.—The Musical World.
lence in proportion to the degree
inspiration.
True, an experienced -accompanist ofcanauchmake
a poor
erformance seem passably fair, but in such a case
STUDENTS’
TECHNICON.
he
Freaks throngh

SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES
Equal Development of Both Hands.

AOCOMPANYING IN THEORY AND PRAOTIOE.
—
RY THOMAS A'BECKET.

Or the many who attend

the rules and takes the matter into bis

own banda and dominates the soloist instead of bein,
dominated.
Many a new performer has been save

from failure, reaultiog from nervouenesa, by the tact of
Artists ara not
correspond:
ingly considerate of their musical always
if they
were, and less inflated with their assistant;
own importance,

the accompanist.

s concerts that
are given during a season inthethenumerou
large cities, how very better results would bo obtained.
few have any
e comprehension of the arduous
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. * and responsible adequat
duties devolving upon the person who i
modestly placed upon the progra
756 CENTS.
aa accompanist.
Wonzixo Mesic, In learning a concerto, IGest
Thene Capers PRION
The ignorunce of the importance mme
studing
are
of
mrfisin
dffheul
ly,
and
anlectad
of this position, and divide it into phrases
fromm
a
arti, Kellak, ein They are af preat mioee tho attendant difficulties, ianot confined
by reading.
"Then T
3
a
amateur; learn the finger work,andto thoughts
many professional musiciana, especially toif the
every motion perfect.
they are not This ie horrible drudgery, butmake
public performers, and sometimes even when
enentiel”
‘Newn
es,
are, ou think in a piece, yoy cannot express it till you
are not capable of appreciating the delicate andtbeytrying
ave maatered the mechanism—wbich means compledcly
tank of tho accompanying pinntat,
mastered it,
The requirementa of an accompaniat are numero
us
Then comes the altering of the personalityorthe
and varied, and demand a much greater amount
ofate sinking of elfinthe thoughtof
tention and atady than
the composer,
general y
eupponed, or that muat be done in music as
the exponont of the artof inaccomp
in acting. Hints of avy This
kind
14 credited with sad of the amalleat size are
giving. He must be a quick andanying
invaluable
time
accurat
e renders able
ing af to the composer's mind, babitsat this
to readily graep the intention of the compoa
of thousdt,
er
as,
in
inspiration
for
thie
Bragroas, the ideas of the
composition, ete, Bach in
tion are unfolded. To the most dificult ofparticular
Gaus sad the phrasing mustcompon
alt-composition for the mc mory.
be carrect. and the quality
touch emplayed mast be wach
as will produos the toneof 1 makes all Dther composition seem eany.
Hewnm Farcre.
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save you all this expense, which does
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but certainty

the value
does

of the Piano,

increase

the cost,

~ Mave.
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38 nangge. —-Hdward Hawes m! Perey
g, De ASU Uy to
defeats by hurrying
ty Batol eh the venceal
peda’. im, CW eaght. . of petting
Freedom of epirit aud axpreveicn are not possible,

as wok simblenesa and sureiy of Goger.—C.
M. Ton
Weber,

~ Urewonmand that
lear te write muric. The
Maule trouble thai it wil you
cost, row will God amply recom.
persed dp great adtantnger.—
Croay.
~ tis wot merely
ap awkward position is dis
sareeabie nnd ridicolothat
us,
, if net
nrevents, tha development ofbot n i;freealeoand itpeder
elegant viyle of
playiag.— Chermy.
~ My idea is, that music ought move the beart with
treet emotion, which « praniat willto never
eGect by mere
teramblang
me

—C

, thuadering, and arpeggios—at least not fiom
POR Baek.

of good wouvie. Iie undeniable

, thet the great
mayarty of popile require
et lesa three years of teach.
ing and beari
ng, before Uney can be broaght
to ander

wand the requirements of the

dent mesic. The lack of
Sesica) training for boys and men
sidered. The present competitive is @ factor to be con:
m, which makes
ceric publithing « movey-muking syste
(or losing) Gusinese,
ia greatly to

blame for the imme
thrown on the market every monthnse amount of trash
. Last, Batrot least
by any means

, we have to think of the great
number of
ro-called music teachers who do
not consider their work
8 Focution for

life, a profession as high as any, bat
only
the means of making a few cents of pi
money, or ta
fell no organ; and whose qualificat
ion consists im alid.

og over afew pieces in a more or
les agonizing mauner. *
The first mentioned evil,

the leak of musigal training
in mea, bas been deplored time
and again, but the improvement ia slow, if there
is ony. In the fierce race

for wealth accomplishments are unnec
essar

y; they
take time, which can be sold for
more money in another
market.

There cao only beagradual change in
~ No part of piano playing is 80
this,
We mast point out to parents,
that an
tion on
strict
ly
utilitarian linesisbound to bring educa
exevated, aq an improper use of the son
8
great reaction; tbat immoral and sharp business
called load pedal —C. SP. Cary.
der immoral and reckless pursuit of Practices'engenpleasure ;that all
— If one believes it hie duty to confine
to one-sided training parro
the intellect, dwarfs all genshe simpiee forma of music becanee he thinks bimeelt
his pupils Mle emotions, and turus wsou
cea gover msster the nobler ond richer productio
at
money making machine,
ns,
he
instead of a geotleman.
wil be very apt to fence himself, and per! aps
There
few Parente, especpupils,
within a ield comparatively barren,—The MusicbikTeacher.
islly very few fathera, who are notareimpre
ssed by such an
-- Ii is an important question to decideWs to who argument, it presented in the right spirit. The public
schgols shonl

ed as pedal
effeeta, whale nothing will co completneglect
ely ruin a prece,
oibermine Gaels

sbould be sotrusted with the musical education
of our

d take this matter into
Cousideration.

The

music that is used there is very often
Ih ys easier to boy
agood
You have aothing tg show for this children.
than to selecta
any kind of
seed teacher, yet people are far morepiano
8 standard; not to speak of the thousbelow
careful
when
they
and and one incours
an instrament than when
» stances, where no m:
is taught at all.
useless dealer's expenses and agents’ teacher.to select
H+ not governed by cheapness,theybat,choose
rather,
The second factor in the trouble,
look tothe qoadstications of theteacher. A poor teacher
the publication of
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trash, cau only be stopped by stopping the
demand.
Qaly when the pablic
~~ There canscarcely be too mach imagery used when ate between good and is educated enough to discrimin.
bad, if short, when it does not
parting to children tbe earliest rudiments of any arl— Pay
any longer,
tor theae litte oaes live in an atmosph
ere of fairy land, There are laws to print auch staff, only thenwillit stop.
created by their own thonghts and fancjes;
agains
t
the dissem
n of literature
throogh (heir ideality that their intellects can andbestit beis which is noxious to the public, batinatio
to hope for the exexnanded. and their perceptive facnities cultivat
tension of such laws to bad musical literat
ed.
Get
are is imposthe obiid firat to love the thing being taught, through its sible.
~
own conceptions of it; it will not then abrnk from
the
The only point of attack now available is the incom::
aecensary practice reqaired for mechanical improve,
seat, and the mind and bands will unite in produgog petent teacher. We do not allow everybo
can
good rewnits.— 2. 8. Patton.
read, write and cipher to go 1nyp our schoolsdyandwhoteach
;
the
State
very
properl
y
demtind
s, not only an evidence
~~ Cucrny ban tated that many popila, as goon as their
of
capecity
Sogere have acqaited some hule facslity,
,
by
requiri
ng
an
examina
tion and issuing
are led agiray certific
by the charms of
ate, but it also demande continued study and ro-s
and rum into
atiacling the mont novelty,
diGcalt composition theNoterrora fewef examination with raised require
ments. When the inGowhe one bardiy play the soules in a decent
and ence of music
pment of character, on our
who ‘onghi to practice for yeare on emty manner,
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Mean,”
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sarod revmng temebvere
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Gren the tome of beyinmung lommome

im childhood, Une
bakit was torned of weting didwn ender
woucber's
diveeinca ance pocwe al dilferecs gradea I»theacting
pon
West Hine | procared 4 rmall book for cach
ove af my
Peimis, avd had thom make » hut of ali inttrection
bowls, stdion aed plore thal bad brea
gives to each.
1 wna very parucalar to have ereey point
feserd to the opis namber, editios, meationed in
and-rice verea,
“eites down, both ag a moana of makingeta, oarefally to l6ths or 82d. Of course,
them more counting end playing
vbwarving, and to assist them ia orderi
in correct time, cannotbeovercome
ng the same if, at Once, bat
by experience Temrned that
ofmem,
even Het when they began to teach, they desired to do pa,
in most
&
bed
foundation
cee yl int
The
older
was
papil
the canse of slow or faultycases
e Iprovided with
airemend alts
_iom
d catalogues press.
ateaing 2©sky
prosenty create
tsDectnere
Vl tndtad
toate
a play at well: these wore designed to contaiindexe
n, under the letter
Bapp
“BL”
ose
foe
wo
iastan
try
ce,
fret
alj
to
pieces
Parca 80 Canta
play without
compo
by ea author sounds
ting ; that
Adidrems Pudiiaher,
whose name commenced with the sed
; bat I am prompted by the coun
name letter, The it as onsyqaver
desire tomake
lists of matic foand ia their musica
to
yous
THEO. PRESSER,: ~~ possi
ble.
Look
at
l scrap-books (that
Ekample No. 1.
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadéi
2
a.
phia, Pa. had been cut from old numbers of Tas Eros, Princi- No. L
pally} formed tho aucleus of this catalogue,
which
can
ara
do indednitely enlarghd as other pieces presen
1884 zee
A concran
t them- Let as call balf'n
z
sel¥es.
otes slow and quarter-notes fast. ‘Then
we say to ourselves; fet
Sull another form was begun; this
ua stop after each slow note
for the older before
nadenta, Another book for a graded also
catalogue, eapec- moment wewe attempt to atrike the following; but the
have
‘ally
Chef Mencal Events from 1380
to
struck
contain
a
fast
a
list
note let us rush
of
that most dificul
to 1894,
the fol‘0 Procare, that ia, grade one. If desirabtle,of all grades lowing. Thos, when reading the above Exampto
le No. 1
of
coarse,
BY CLE. LOWE
(witho
ut counting at all) we must stop
tepara
te
amall
books
might
be
ased,
after
one for esch grade,
the first 83
x

CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY
Pacn

ta order to keep each more distinct. If

wore gradually filled with the choicest these catalogues
and exercio by the time that thoss who are pieces
our pupils now
degen to-tench they would find themselves prepar
order good musio from that already given to thew,ed to
and

bare bad tha benofit of their teacho
r's experience aud

Cito the suites ets wtih wich,
Veo Te the daweiee
A Ell ha
b
piers
AC Ai! langufeeotant
dainiaeueealie
:
Fru wR WE seMsOe
Liew ts mention teen Mnpraph
te hie dal iy lemon giving

EMUSIC

advice as to what was really suitable to preser
ve

for
fatuce ase; and this compilation, after
the beginning

but from a we rush to a, b,c,
andd

ut delay ; but
fer having struck d wo mast etop a witho
while becanse it is
8 slow note. Frome quickly to
f, when we stop again, as
well as after d, and especially after
the last &, 8s that is
& very slow note. No.

2 shows us
0. Lin e different
shape, which conveys to us the
ides that the whole sentence
ought to be played faster.

But that

depends entirelyoncircumstances i if the word
Adagio were prefixed
to No. 2 it would have to be playe
d very slow, much

waa made, would not be a0 very tedious; if done
litte slower than No. 1 with the
by liule during the monthe and years of practic
word Presto prefixed.
e,

Fioally, an indexed book for teache
recording all the studies and pieces given rs to uso in
they progress would form of itself » gradedeach pupil os
list to refer
to when required. Also a book especia
THIRTY CENTS POSTPAID.
lly kept for cack
MEM ERY LIBRARY R41.82 OADWAY NEW YORK,
grade, in which under the letter of the index
are preserved the names of pieces written by compos
ers whose
names begia with that letter, These two catalo
teachers, arranged in (bie way, would keep angues tor
entire
iat of masic, either netually taught in
classes or
selected from various sources as being their
unusua
lly
good
Boston,
MASS.
sod worthy to be remembered for future use.
These suggestions may prove helpfal to thone
More than 200 Pianos Sold
teachors
to Schools who, like
myself, have been beset with
and Colleges In 1891.
ties in
secaring the best magic for pupils, and whodifficul
have
beea
obliged to buy much music that could uot
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED,
easily
be
deposed of on accouat of ita not being suitabl
e
ia
poiat
Of difieaity. To those, alao, who realice the import
ance
of ap exact grading of masic to suit the needs
of each
pupil, and how mach harm can be done the advanc
e.
ment of a scholar, especially in the earlier
by
having music that ia too difficult, my remarks grades,
te poiat sway to help the future teachare to may secre
a
Ploxing search for the '* parle of great price" leas per
that lio

Hallet & Davis’ Pianos,

No. 2 oe
ot
Se
re
34
So for the presentweshall play No.3 2exact
ly like No. 1.
As we did not count,

we may have stopped too long

after
alow notes, and we may have
gone too fast from a fast
note to

the following.

But that matters little at present.

Our ear has-now received a pretty
correct impres

sion
of howit should be played.
Now wetarn agnin to No. 1,
and in order to get it perfectly
correct we count loud.

Be careful to call out your numbe

are marked in
tho three examples in their respecrative(they
places) short and
No. 2 differs greatly in looks from No. 1.In coanting,
buf not im
sqund. That proves to you that in readi
ng it is necessary tonotice whether the note to be played
is = slow
ora fast note. This is the maia and first thing
to ba
observed, Tn course of practice you will soon
learn to
seo and excate at onze the aubdivisions,
vie.: the comParative lapse of time required after a very slow and a
Or @ very fast
distinct ; do not drawlor even singth
em.

and a fast note,

We try now No. 3,

bidden ia the pages of covatiess caialog
aes of monic”
For if,

Dots resis are alwayn orders for stopping. i There
ea Schomsan aptly maya, “It ie
to play aro four and
cay pieces woll and prouilz,”’ ope musi better
stopa in the first measure,—one
ahort stop
firs have the tod
d)
three long stops (on gf, and the last d). The(on
eary proens to play!
stop
on fis almostaslong asong, for
f ie an oighth end there

fore slower

than the following, but still slower
on ac.
Was te Weatc?—The
and sages reno more cows of the dot, for the dot raises the value (which
stron’ ia their aaawore poets
lo
the
qrento
n,
moans
*"
What
bebe duration) of thef to peatly that of the
ie
muaie!” thas Ubey ware, and are io Pilaia’s
gewmnien, What ieWathT' Of om thes which painetic coding g (¢ bring worth foar cixteenths, and { three presixhae boas

Plato,

voonths),

Tho not

forget that cand
in the Ist figure,
as well ss the ¢ in the last, are very
fast notes; in the

24 monware the longem sop will take place afer
the
oi in tht Sd meamre the ¢ ise faut
bet as itis
only fallowed by sent the “fan refersnota,merely
to
the
she apronbie, avick taking off the finger from Ube key, and woald
" Music i asith Phanies the nonausity of omenting, end eapocially the empeed
of erring cach indivitaal oove ita own true titoa.
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eemteem

te
A aus matnieue iecageneaine te Deas preemenined, vei:
Binding wie Lhe wenedizineen eon listvenibins ‘30 “lies goa, Ban
Ger sulla, peatimme rm ne namely aberee aad she
aun cram bee a crit ee —
Prsee ense ENaveian, Hiradan, Wy,
Piae stun, Gkwshie we
eertiaa

Drawer.

dove ie Benarue
Serkbad nae evn, *hy
Piime Sesvd, Seondndn Op 6
Susu,

Saas

+l Vranhag,

Might Some, Oye
Filiade, Oy. 2%

a
©eee wont
vaft,
wetnow Tare Heres, Oe 5, Not
wy,
Auuseengwe Os 6 No
of
Mauger
Wegner Brazsim,
ve Preven i wee
Khetaberyer,

An attempe us Yere mate te eaciade thoae standard
woods which are us fe
y played by the greatest
Aeoat, fee om an uepaa te to any sortee to be forced
tals coin pemtiva miu sock masters as Pederowshs,
# Albucs, Shecword and Shenshy For perposes of
oly ow very well ww seiert Hubiostera’s Staccato
fe toe am mivanced papi, bat 4 novice ahocld not
steps is ata ablic eomrort where
prorforunscace 9
a doade br 4! Albers wil recur to mind
ant packs
teatesy what
ocherwise would bare been &
daveonabs spices of the dedutante,
The arrangemrnt
Yowan ~Y
Vaticge’ os, eoette, a tiacdand repertory
sumbee, bat of (6 ts stadved stellogooty the pertormauee
of thus «este arrangement will not
to terest an

aes
Ses
Soe
eo
mille, qeesitiie, evict; Munition avin Ssivte, Oy,
By Ting, Gifioves Wwodkeative, Aleogwthnr
ixmows, FepR tebe,
7 Aitienk —Dhee aiinauinde” ie onpental’s maaimtiah
yg, wd SN ebinmadiguua celtic
ok
1D lhe Aaretied ae a Sunuttabiei int, he
berianduesgrisent ined deauthoote and Ipmon,
Seldnng weawllt “at fact,
Grvngemmenasy ok iliesmiinigg cihuatisthen sve
entre

Ne fesamangte, fon i ihe eliyeus io te Maui wabeimeg TMtat
URLS
foisted Ciatermeme an tertnevere oie eDeciiiee)
Sausiee We hat
want fe He plhomne The vir adie wiileent Gomrendiongeineto
Wont ts the aptioed wi,

A anuctes

of pice

eitadde tow
Ve fraspinne wre bese caemerated, Maso Boots:
Maree
Sanaseidy trom Nebdeducks's
Uoaiiem Spenpboay. o¢ sve Sebyrna frgum bie Booth Byam:
plows, Tasumteiia vm 0 Gat bp Rhenbengyt ; Omphale's
“ Speaaueg Wheel,” Sasoe Seems; Tacit Polonaiv
Ph. Sokarwesks, Op S& Piano eglon: Hagataller,
en,
Ow Sh Medan B Gat No Sim P—thes
crebotuens ad sample, and yer they betray ethe aryhardveryof
o waster: Polaces Hediaste sa A fat, Bobm: ratker
showy and well writen, bat far from clasic
etyle:
Mesias, Op 26 No. 1. and Op. 7,No. 1, inChopin
Dasac Andaloase, Op. 82, MacDowell ;Songs Wibovt ,
Words, Meadelsohe ;“Spring Song" in A, and
notin Gondelied' in F abarp minor ;Narcierus, Op.' Ve.
1%
No. 4, Nena: Souats 1a B Gat (sbiegro, andante,
and
redo), Mesart; Marche Mshtaire, Scbubert-Tauci
g,
daticatt Songs: © 1 Think of Thee," Lassen; The
Poor Manoer.”” Mihiotu; Serenade in D, Lacome ;La
Teueneras, Madame Brambilla;
‘The Protestant,"
Hanod. “Que Bark by Moonhght Beamit g"’ (barca
rolle from“ Lorne"), Wallace; ‘If 1Were aBee,’
deme L. Gaynor (No. & in the collection of “Seven
Songa''); “All on a Summer Day," Op. 13, No. 2
Gernt Santh,
A number of piavo duos are available,
whenever
(wo planeta can practice together they and
may, with the
aid of » mager or a violinist, give very
intereating proSrammen. It moat, however, be admitted that duo play:

Brillante, Op 652 Kad,

ing is frequently a failure, either for want
of sufficient

rebearsing, or because both pianists attempt
to play solos

Kasecdiae and Wheref
ougaeniendt ener Uke erat wep abceid const orein
vembing dhe nya amd les Rand pata tbroagh
ack uraennely victi 2k Bagram
wot bead panmor ene
deravtivitad eqend Tie eave tigme aay thew
be plaped
an webinar atid alaweig wt avtee v0 distancing aged,
See athe goes
ik tian he gewetiawd se giar

organ, or by (wo pianos, and it wil) be found
very fascipaung.

eus ation tberame ue
WAL Unga bong anu
RAN MoH aa ie
Uy os aE
OMe Wet Sa ee ater
et
RRs HU oe tara iced es eye ame ee neg
wn
sneer
Male Ok peyee
ise gaan 0¥ eae Set We giana, op
har) oy ravenind ta gating wad heme
avian.
Wenger gE
He oe any: STUER
sate os
dHiad To Ht Rawat Romy aie omgsdlaw
sroermannsica
cgi oy SME esa
me 4 awaits nanan
semsand gnacd veil qeurnese vrustowatnadl tower gfion
Ubi sns
sos
sepmnnerndiead
Voss aad anieanelh
Sef
eee

Aerntianticn fatboy, * Cemalttere Hanmemaa,
Mesenps-Heaty
Lend, Bas
Broek Bowlin om emey
amruarpemicas ,Bencemes a G Wely Mucdel hat eective
quemnas ve A. Oe 4 Prov kD fall . Mee Com
, of Benen,
pntdaihen an catecentiong cellent of wedcv
m ditties, 0

The rondo trom Hommel's A minor concerto
wt another good murder, Hammel
compored alto a
ents wo 10 G, whieh ie comparatively
caay and very
pleasing.
:
A tango qaastity of cose Yu bren pablisked for pianc
snd
Sarmon
iem
(cabinet
organ).
May ame aane preedteon, rnstewaiing che stove:
wanely val
grea" Marche Tromphate” on A lew selections ae
ARANDA teks We ale ae Rapa Ren
A areca Fea saat Hemorerque on B tat, Oh B dat Op $4. Goal
ty NOK eye
Woder,
oun oumbeuw
00g

2F

Miho wcedivos) Beret et the peypeleaeWw Ube gromt
sonidos

arheees, Raembergery bobitans Fegge in G
or oc the anme time, The good effect of a duo depends
the vxtave stedy be Rsilak \Book 11, No 1)minor,
may
upon the ability of eack performer to subdue
the
ntuted for the Magic Fire Scene, though tbe oclarebe isrgely
adventitious parts and to make the nuances
toms geome diGentt
Retber. There are (wo easy duos by Clementi,exactly
and one
“vee dhe Bearers dy Schyte, ce a wrest and arm in D by Mogart, a litle
more difficnlt. Mozart's E flat
anoly ates the fashran of Gottschall's "Le Tremolo.” Fano
concerto hes been arranged ae a doo, which ie
Bord, prces mquire conedaeabic ight and thads,
more
eapec:
iptere-ti
ug
than
the
ordinary arrangement, in which
aliy we Ayaan quality,
te prevent a feehag of mono: \he second pisvo plays
only a transcript of-the orchesway Case West aso he taken to preserve the
mensural tral accompanimen’ and tuiti parsages. Several
peogoeton and the thyme balance,
aymphovic poems, auch ns Lisat's ‘Ieee Preludes
A few beats comewrarng the RA
"'and
aberger oucber may Saint-Saicoa’ "’ Dange Macabre,” have been arrdnged
by
alae, be nerwom! is. Take the ya! ect alone (a far as the compoter
s for two pianos, A
piano part
the enaranen of the reepacae to D minor,
analpee it care may be bad 10 any of the concerioa, aecond
but as a rale they
fly, aad plap ot at mght wwe or three times slowly,
Are unsatisfactory without the aid of af orchestra. The
Thee pet sway the copy amd tranenone
the webject into organ makers fait eubstitute
for the orchestra if the perDasaer C qunor, B Bat mayor, H Gat majeryand
A Bat former will
wwajor TRS
seat wep wll be to waalyan andtranepend of the full take the eecond piano part, and with the ad
score
mark
the
registrat
ion
He faURI ARIE, ot ther eatned ReRi
to preserveas
ie importance
measly aa may be the eflecta intended sobyasthe
ether thn cebyert, When the noaew are rally rentore
.
Mr.
Fredere Archer once informed me hat hecomposer
Se thes catia wall be Sound that a fase anderiandd
bad per.
formed seatly all the standard piano concertos arranged
fer piane and organ. For a short number the Scherzo
from Luoifs concerto may be played with piano
and
toms
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Tae nome mont dufbelt 16 play loyutoie probably the

C wo for, with the right humd awending uxd the left bad
sevomnding. Voor tered, the legato ia geticrally
eary to
farenerre,
Theretore, teschere will Gad a contrary motion form
very conducive to a gain ip the difficalt walk
playing The greatett etrens should be Jaid on ofthepiasoweak
half
oS the pattern ; that ie, in extending.
The retarn
will be much more doent. in giving thie
acaleit

pomibly be the beat to begin in the key gelerallwoold
y in
favor at 6 primordial, D dat,
Another point in favor of this form lies in

fact tbat
half of it will be comparatively easy, and the
wiih the d ficult part, The value of example iniecontrast
great.
otats
By the way, the principle of example can
be

made to
apply tothe Maton system. The writer is in the
habit
of using the strong Sogers frst in playing the two-fin
ger
forma
in Volume

I, instead of paying the bulk of the

attention to the weaker ones.

The latter digits will nat:

urally follow the lead of the others, and
a material gain

as

to strepgth end

time saving

is

the result,
Thies
metbod is to be followed until the weaker
posscea
sufficient individuality to dispense with fingers
a
chapero
Probokly Dr. Mason would think this an empirical ne.
pro.
cess, but it seems to be effective,

ele
ate

Tho full value of duet-playing has not yet
appreciated by the mojority of teachers. To eay been
néthing of

the manifold expressions of musical beaut
yto

the effect of self-poise is not to be overlooked,be gained,
Many

teachers engaged in turning out all sorts and
conditions

of soloists could get practical advantage from
this point,
Every class has a quota of morbidly sensitiv
e pupils,

who generally prove intractable on their
Grst

ance before the public and fail diamally, doing theappeargogue's repatation no good. Much irritation could pedabeen avoided, and more justics dove the scholar, have
ifa
well-chosen duet bad been the subject of the
début,
The pupil would bave lostia goodly part of his self-con
.
sciousness,

for the aptitude to shift the blame to
the
other fellow ia atrong in humanity, and
the andience
would bave received a measure of gratific
ation. At this

point it may be remarked that duet playing
geoerally wppreciated by any audience than theis more
solo_performances of halt-Bedged pianiets,
Another facttobe noticed is the truth
that

ensemble
playing improves tbe sense of rhythm. Tho attenuat
ed
rubstos #0 characteristic of amateurs can
be in a degree
reformed, and brought within proper bounds, accordi
fo the attention paid in this regard. The quality ng
matic should also bo thought of. Old-style duete, of
which the primo bed ll the masic and the secondoiv

player beat owt monotonous accompanimen
ts

beerball style, ara po longer considered artistic. in sWorks
tbould be selected in which each part has a woll-deBaed
iediiduality; and anch works can be found. There
also many four band arrangements of chamber comporare
frome, ecenes from operms, ete., falling within the ecopei
of mediom-grade players. While there are many
good
Goets in the easier grades, there should
be more. Mod
O78 commpotere ate inning in this reapect and
ly
Vhone Taxoidear with the bandling of orebestral expecial
material,
What delicious worke Leonoaréllo, Macéowell,
Masvenel, amd Baits Spine could write!

‘han a6 wives wonalé getoiieily
Ye nent
<b. HL Seliivan, aposking of wtyle ix playing, myn:
tien
Tye
saat regMotew ahr ame anmned aon,iy epphew
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n
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work of
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eh
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UPNE Hinp—ot one who Jovan bina somntio
fallow menol o
teniley sand ar gwute marit—ol w laege and
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Godt”
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intelligent menoer,
tot» obyster, in
which cane be ie mot a teacher,ifbeTobe assig
n a defisite
Place to way art ie imposible Art
hasno limitation, it
Sila aplace, and nothing else can oceep
y the sameatthe same time,
Bat Iam paine entlemen, toniche
hear
to learped a disciple of Blackstoned, speck
moric and ita infaence;it only shows how £0 lightly of
the old-time

Prejudice atill survives.

There were reaso

ing worthy yoursell, your
then, that do not appear at the presensnt for its exiatvhe age in which you lire." To myself heintelligence, and ing
time. To
fay
said,
that
‘*
What
a mosicion is supposed
!
{raining the Gagers to become as machices,
know nothing else
10 go through than masic, is capable of knowingto nothi
a certain nember of motions in a given time,
in a given therefore good for nothing elseyfinds ng else, and in
way’ Rab! What an inspiration that most
for a man; tions for an axiom. And because one too many excep8 mere ede issue, scarce worth dignifying be
who gives heed to very little outaide ishisoccasionally
Why. sit! rou might have made a lawyer ag a pastime. found
profession,
Prove
in
s
lees
only that the faalt iswith the individual
lime
than you hare been strumming away your
and nov
in
mgsio
life
at
itself.
ihe
A
good
sign of the apirit of the times
Fiano?’ ~The teacher of voice replied, “ My
is
that
dear
sman
sir,
of
y
our
best
colle
ges and conservatories now
cole yoursel!~—waiter, tan for the gentleman—
you are Tequire a certain course of study
lamentably mistaken, sir. In the
other branches
place, it ia very before granting a diploma—certainly in@ step
evident you don‘: koow what you frst
inthe right
are talking about. direction for the canse of higher
education. Many of
Do you euppore for a ioment, that an
intelligent man, the leading thinkera of to-day advoc
a you say I naa, merely sticks 8 pin in one's
ate the atady of
throat, and music, While among
doing mameth
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the students thems

elvesare numbered
them to sing at it, to direct
the breath at that some of the brightest intellects,
O, no! the times are
particular spot, producing some kind
chang
of
ing,
a
tone,
and
are,
not
after
all, not so dreadfully ont of joint
knowing exactly what, and you
er? Why, dear tbat you can by a breath blow away the gospe
“ic! in spite ct your honorable alewy
l of musical
profession, I cannot education or lessen ite wides
asks

return the compliment and say that
you are an intel:
Hgent man—musically speaking; you
forget, or do not
know,

that the mere act of singing well requir

es both
Persistence and intelligence; that to
have been the com:
poser of ove of the great orator
ios, sympbonies or

pread

inflaence

thereby.
But, gentlomen, this discuesion
is getting too heavy; let

as adjouru toa lighter vein,

May I trouble you to pase

the pie,

WHIMS OF COMPOSERS,
fonatas, required po less brain power than
to have
the greatest poem, than to bave
BY W. F. gates,
created the
Brande¥e painting ever spread upon s canvas
, or ta have
Composers get peculiar idead into
written tbe most profoundly incomprehensibl
their heads as to
e work the circumstances under which they must
upon juriapraudence,
work, or the
surroundings that mut
Ic in simply brain powor expended in anothe
best results in com
r direction once
ia
—wait o moment until I am throug
formed
, the regalar accompanimentstocomposhabit
h, please—neither do
ition
are necessary. “Bat
Fou seem to tale into consideration the
fact, that. music, fortaing the habit, the queation is as to the necessity of
being au art, must be deeply studied if best
Hayda thought he could not compose uhless‘
resulta are
obtained ;and recults
he had
Written

are what count most,
on the ring which Frederick the
Great sent him, and
of the pleasure that is brought into one’s Think, sir, besides this the paper
on which he wrote must be
life
throug
h
white
and of tho best
the servic
e of song.

Take musicout of life, sir!

Im-

quality.

seated out

Gluck wrote best when

in the middie of afield Rossini was men
possible! You only eour existence thereb
Productive of good music when
y.
within with good
devil, air, with your Gne-apun theories of law, To the sack wine;”
and he and Paesiel‘lined
that
even”
lo both enjoyed tom:
the

lawyers do not half understand, cannot
n, and
mbich require leginlating off the statute booksexplai
every time
the legitlature meets. But becuuse this is found
sary snd isso often done, do you think I would neces.
main.
stain that lawyers are of no worth aave
the promoting
of public discord and the general strife?in Why,
woald not be guilty of such an accusation, neithera doctor
would
“musician. Justo, you have no moreright
& mutician ia of no use iv the world because toofaay tbat
incon:
salenciea. Like law or any other profess
that depends apon the man—the individual. Am ion,
I not night?
Tappenl to my friend."
Tt seemed
we that ctilence
was the heat protestationbut beingto thos
and not unwilling 10 take my ahare in the importuned
conversation,
* reply waa wouchsaled in somewhat the follow
ing man:
ner

Music if pot euch a bad medicine after
all; to
be mire 4 afoot rome people urpleasantly

posing while in bed.
Sacchim enjoyed having a pretty woman by his side—
by the way, several of the great
ers had no-aver
sion to such an accompaniment, compos
r composing or
not—and bis pet-cats mnst ba whethe
playin
g around Iie,
Mozart could compose
ul music while playing
bibarde or bowls. Zingarebeautit
lin
prepar
ed
bimselt
ing music by reading the Scriptures or some for sri
claesio
author, and Sarti like: best a funeresl gloom
Tighted only
by a single taper.
Beethoven could

compose best during
walk in the woods and
fields, and many

or after a brisk

of his
works were inspired by the beauties of patore.
Crmaros

greatest

a and Mebul

opposifés in thie matter.
The former wished to bewere
eurrounded by adexen gabbling friends, The light conversation and
{probably of two kinds) seemed to inspireflowhisof spirits
mucie,
On tho otber band, Mehul

Police of Pariaand asked

once went to tho Chief of

icaprisonod
intho Bastile.
That personage,insurprise,to ba
inquired the reason, Mebul

be desired to get away from the noise and
bot it may ssid
of
the city acd to eecape
ba theit fault and not that of mesic, for ,tome
from the good Grace of hieboatle
friends
lake
it
for
a
Ume, that he might give
= doves bagand thew comprahepsion, that have
whole mind, oninte
no pro- rapt te composition. ]t is needless to say that his
Peetion und are very poorly atieng
wish waa not
ated ; bot it bas cared
ted. Fow would wish to berurrounded
framy of worms iilt than a lawyer
by the walle oftheBuatihe splees
kboweth.
it were to wrivee tragic
Mone
. overture
or a fopera) anthem.
eomeecty, GOL mercy a lexery. Jaw ie
aw necomity, a
Wagner thovght he must be clothed in the
coompiicnaed ontgrowis of cer imzonced cvilisa
costume of
lion, the age and place in which wns
They are both Mere to aay, and me to
thesy Stem paratiee, ‘hem working
won, Wel Gh pet a maatee od opsaies,
‘eminterrupted
aon Sevomnas
ily@

on.

laid the plot that be was

He aleo desired

time in which to write.

perfectly quiet and

weiter of ability. an say freed kaw well wid,
neaber Las
9 teem deere by wary jury which
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ered an exiza or fourth
Bach ipthe Godste the Grat anovem
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SMTNH,MUsBaRo YT.
ent to Boedus,
aed
Veep them dawned thas the mereiam, late all other ayt
1
Op.
Bl,
which
OF Tow
iy over eighty bare
bar e Ha, Doing, Tell We eth Your fron Shiaitven
amd wevleors. proreeds ons Uellaite pian ae te bs length, and which simon eneme hke nother: Free
“Yanty qeamiiat sedivang tamgely. |
Pariam
a
in character.
{Knee a Sue wack Cowiny tauden (Compnawor wong tke diepemitiom of tne ker aad the derelorment of bis
theses. Thee plan ve
rally called © Porm."
ys he athens,
athe matic may dow on without any break which weet
Wee
cot wea
hawiy
and
ipsovnct
Lite Aovwes Darling a MY Hye,
to.
deory
Anerer to “form,” and to declame Ubal ihe
terre to denote the formal demarcation,
ccenpaner should pol be the
WC Yom Lege Me, Orwelang
therefore
following general rale mary be ofserrigeand
Lurvane Owe
The Coda.
place in the recapitalation —'*
That Keay af Me
where,
in the
exposit
ion,
twcoded. Granted tkp pecomnity of e~hereace and eaity
the second subject ended.’
Such in a brief and socinct Sateme ?
18 weaval expeosion, 4 ot posible, while obsernng
ALLER, cowlm,
nt of the outlines
of
Sonata
form
certain main procipi¢y,
itssimplest srpect. Details, of course,
indelge in any amount of vary to s vory inlarge
Boe Ob, Wy Lote, { Lave bet Thee
freedom as regards detaus, torigid
extent, but they have not beeg
My Hence
atherence to the letter
WAS
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of the rales of oor predecemors of course respiting in touched upon, ascaiculated to confare the beginner, and
because evea a cursory
formalty of pedantry.
ation of them would
occupy more space than canexamin
Teres things are esgential to musical form :—
here be apportioned to the
subject
. It may be possible, howeve
1A
deGente,
aad
nor
aa
immoder
r, 10,8 later article,
ate,
pamber
oach peblished in
of
subto
tre
of
at
more advanced plans.
ject
=
Ifthe stadent will 6x
ag principles in his mind,
2 Their recurrenceiacertain places.
and applyaliberal inter
pretati
on
to
the rulesapriogiog from them, he will fed
BISCHOFF, 4. w.
8. The disposition of kere.
but little difficulty in musical
ly will be usetal, perbape, to fret define the word straigh
avalysi
if he choore
ond Noyes, Save, Oroams (three kaye
tforward and not too advanced sworks
Vsabject."” Inve by ne means synonym
ous
Sileee Bands. (Walro aong, three here.
to begin
with
‘theme,
’
with.—Murical Notes,
but
embraces
orersthi
ng
within
certain
Ha Tent Me So seo keys’.
limite
2
of
tonal
For example, the second subject ot Beethoren's aonaia
Liste a Deca ame begs
22 EX, Oo. 7, baa not less than four themes, all inthe
Aad the Suteiy Stipa Ge Os. Fine coatralte sole. + key
of BY,and in bia consis
Toren des f

i

md My threes 9 Lurageeg.
Henri's Suit Beating.
Pre beawitiet, ctmauoral ames,
thewe ber
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largely used for sympho
overtures, constas, aud
other compositions that nies, be
regarded aa the prin:
cipal nud standard form. itIvmay
is
general
Sovata’’
form, bat sometimes * Binary "form.ly orcalled
' Firet more:
ment’ form, and shisitisproposed to describ
e briedy
snd as clearly aa possible; but it must
be understood
that, while certain main principles are here
given, very
bule attention will bepaid to:
minor
lly woald detband considerable space, anddetails. the“To do no
begin.

diapiays

0 Thou, ee Tree sad Uniy Ligei’

Targets ot Palicng.

has been so

under di ferent aspecia,
suggested by tbe learthem
ning
orfancy of the composers, and
(he third, or recapitulation, is a Repetit
ion of the first
part, with auch modificatiag
ons
may benecessary 10 subtutute idencity tor relationship
of
keys,
of,
® clote for & more diaiant relationship. in come cases,
\. The Expotition.—Here
our eubjecia,
usually, Lboagh not of necessity,we twohavein number
The
Srat subject it, of course, 1n the primary key of the. move,
ment, and it is, af & rule, concise, compac
t,
and
calcu:
lated \o arreat the attention of the listener, and
to
impress bia mind with the character
the movement,
bat it is sometimes long and modulatesof freely,
Aa the
tecond subject is to be in another key, this is preface
a few dare called a “ bridge," wich may consiatd
* cby
itber
of « reminiscence
bas gone betore, of of
sa anticipation of wha ofia what
to follow.
The key of the
second aabject is always related

STRELEZKI, ANTON.
Facer of she Dear Qaer.
Love's Comfeaneo, | Walte ballad
Devpia My Memerr,
Coete
e Bom. Coaira to,
(Gwen)
Saal, Ve Hubows
ww, the Yocom ce Bung
Doe
a Woeaid Wp Lape Conte Tel.

is one particolar Gesign which

may be roughly divided
into three parts, The frst, or exposit
subjects in certain key Telationships;ion, presents the
the second, or
development,

STEINMUCLER, STEOHAN,
Smad N ype
Wud Mr Seat Swear Peace Absderh.

U

There

ihr tight ponbly be confeneg soe ne eolightened.
A movement in sonata form

8

Neaiguacacce.
Wales song
Tee Gry

, Op. 18, the
second eabject passes through inourC-minor
keys, all however,
beipg rabsidiary to, or dependent upon,
the main key.
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Ak

to
the Brat eabject, and hake&practice has defined u
the Pp
0 degree of

the relationship. If the

y key be major the
secondary key will be thal primar
of the dominant. There are
many exceptions to this, howeve
r.
euchatthe major OF
minor key of the mediant
key of the sabe
mediant, and the major key, ofthethemsjor
third. If tbe
Primary key be maar, the orthodoxminer
key
tabyect ia thal of the relative tnajor, althougforh the second
Q
oiker telated keys may be wacd mntieed, ach aahere, aleo,
the mejor
ot muacr key at the
nt, and the toajor key of
che
ee tstmediact |The keydosiaa
of
the
ucb-do
minact
,
although
te chowely related to the tonic,

peer

ssdyner ters rarely indeed,
bo noted. win
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Taxae is a popular belief in the minds of many
sidere of our profession,
Dr. Walter Pegg {0 out:
tho
Jewish Messenger. that thewrites
life of an artist, eithev
instre
mental or vocal, is fall of peril
to health and longevity.,
This is not entirely cdrrect,
tain physical exhaus
which must accompany highly
guatained, effort of tion
mind or body is apecia
lly daletersocs
cat fatigue? Or the playwright continue
Wronght and sustained attention, Practic without highly
ed advise
und
without necessary injar
ytohis brain? Do medicadly
l men
mental tension?

atients in the day without severe

t the
people that encourage
erroneous idea dismiss
from their minde; therethisis
nothing demoraliaing ia itdelibe
rately and for'a definite
Par pose patting one’s aelf or others
through the experi.
ence of a highly strung series of emotio
n.
Compost rt,a8 @ rule, have been remark
healthy
and long lived. Biindel was 74 years of ably
age when ho
died; Lalande was 76; Bach was
years; Scarlatti
was 68; Hadyn. 77; Palestrina, 70; 65Spohr,
Mar.
gello, 68; Gluck. 73; Paisiello, 76; Cherub76;
ini, 82;
Beethoven, 67; Rossini, 78; Piccini, 72;° Meyerb
eer,
70; Auber, ac the advanced
age of 88, still composed
gud was in the enjoyment
of almost’
friend Verdi will be 81 years on Octobe robust health ;
r 10; Charles
Gounod, who recently died at a ripe old
was se
robust health, with all the energy of ayoung age,
to within a abort time of his demis ; and aleman of 26,
C. SaintSaens and many other artist
-composers one could mon.
Hon as enjoying vigorous health
and ripe years.
Oa the other hand, one must chronic
le several deeply
lamented maestros who died in the glory
of their young
manbood. It ie diffirult evan now to write
speok of
this without emotion. Glorious Moxart died ator the
early
age of 86, & short, aad life, fall of the rarest. promis
e.
Mendelssohn died when only 88; Porcell
died when bot
in bis 87th year; Pergolesi war
only
in
bis
26th
your;
Bellini, 83; Chopin, 89; and Schubert, only 81,
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plnedian ia a ceonily nunueal pemctens,—« terioms Heese
tute Was us tree seat us mnek scedy as cockstovesch
tea vals be odin mysteries coacoabed 1p the rebavershop ~-retaron! aad ¢stervai—of the collective mesical

euwe wish stow bo repliee Uberetens “be wimecas
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the eapremos of the Istter through ibe

ueredt proweatiog of the

aud 9 audible meterai

former, asgutming both the ides

to be scesrately appredended.

Thu smanpuns, bewores, 14 hasagdoes one, for, in
fact Uw evlations Serween phrase perceptions and the
copter of the susociated idea are. in geceral, misty
‘eager va the thoaght of most performers, With the
majeerty of een nercsa
atedents ot matic, the facts of
Pacesendviasg, rwlaors, and anicuiation, erea when
noma, weve caty su mere oddenda to mesical knowl:
etpe; meply as something whred in shia day of research
andl
caguiry every stedest ogght to cnderstand. As to
sortoawip amd logteulty epplrosg these facta of
ihe poted
phrute 19 on eooed eapreaion of the idea thos repre:
seated, therp is toally vory Little thought. Oo the con
trary, 1a ment sinds, phrase deSniag acd the expression
Sf ube are alment eatively dosamociated as respects their

S plermane

Prexeltlogicalty compderv

sie inoesure re
Lastoe suny be charmctesiond aw rurpaneed,
(eager
the maven rreipromals for there world ratpial
In oe
teyards aeamen be Weed in inereare of reed
9g the momest of temsion, and ip retssdationfer musk
for thal
ef repome
This be the tree femage ewhato, to
be inrara
Mr ssocenated with expremive phiasivg, and
low marked according to the place of the largermore of
meter
ia the peried, classe, or pasrage. An this
way in tbe
relation between the meters themeelvns show,
Thue dual and complex prenestation of the
indiepensable meotal snd mosical contrasts
here indicated
ferniabea a most fascinating ody in music
and hare ia where the pianoforte reveals, or practice,
rather rub.
Mantiafes, its claim to ite pre-eminence
aaa
m for
she nudy of expression. Only lees obedient medio
and iaste of the performer than the violin, it toyetthe will
excel
s
it end every other mosical instrament in the many
aided
capacity It possess for presenting the harmon
ic
elemen
t,
which is the governing prirciple in the stract
and the
defining of the idea. In this respect the ure
organ only
approaches it, The Intter, however,
sed spontaneity, and consequently basletsloss elasticny
expressive

alien),
Sellewed by, ox senalting sa, Fepame
(etineeticn) :amd

capacity

for barmonic

utterance,

notwit

batending
*peoial adapte
toponder
due
osity
nsaod infinite change
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+ Nocturne,

rae oe Op. 01 es
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Overtare, Jabel (four hands), Webe ee
were

a
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The Revel of the Witches (four hands), Holet
torne, Leschetize
;Troike- abr(rwopianos), T: Noekowsky; Waltz, ky‘Tyrol
Raff,
Reinecke; Rondo from ienne,
Sonata, Op. 13,
Magnene Walz:

Am

Gener See, Bendel;
2m Filth Symphony (to
pianos), Beethoven ;Spring
Greeting,
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Musicale by Pupils of Miss Carrte Dette Hoemer,
Orange, Mass.
of accent wo have spoken of, namely, its
Trio, Selections from Oberon, Weber German Song,
element (qualitative). Its accent
is therefore Techaikowsky ;Tyrolien. Klein; Les Clochettes
Me”

s of
tone color; end it is, moreover, deficie
nt in one of the
cerenti
ns

strength

single in character—producing empbasie by prolon
gation
of tone only. Again, the organ can presen
t !he nuance
featare of expression only through the mediu
swell boxes, the employment of which must, m of its
for different
reason
s, often be dispensed with. The pianof

contrary, in admirably adapted for the mostorte, on the
tely
sdjanted control of pura expression through thedelica
applica:
Bet whos once this relation between phrase and idea Hion of infinite gradations
of
power
and
timo as alread
onderationd ved witaite felt; eben ihe Perceptio
desc
n
d,
and 1 is not to be wondered at, therefore,y
Ue clementa, parts. cootrasts, and relatonshipe ioberentof that itribe
ia
the
chosen
instra
ment
for
ihe“bi
ghest artistic
Ga bbe parare sbati be accepted asthe only logical base sodeavor
in masica
omnia Upon letorprebetire work.

zorka, Bachmann; Le Charmense Valse, Bachmasn
Herceune, Bachm
Cantabile and Bondo, Op. 68 ,
No. 2 Blirxenallerann;
Dance, Lichner ;Swise Boog,
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Song.
;
t at the
Spisoion Wheel, Harmatgn: Pacher
Branoleinim Welde,
Hesnia; Capriceio, Op. 99,
panich
Dancea,
Oy, 12,
How 1. 2. 8 (tour haut), "Morzkowski; Berear
Honsant; Sonatine, Op. 65, No. 1, Kahlag: Theolle,
Late
Traveler, Op. 81, No. 2, Boating on
Lake, Op. 62,
No. 7, Kollak; Dadelinette, Gounod the
;
The
Ox
Minuer
Haydo; Schmevverling. Soindler; The
Qict Hanh nt,
Wioter Time, Wagner
;
Value
Noble,
Op.
No. 29,
Bobm: Loore from 6h Cello Saite. Gavott327,
Cello Sorte, Bach;
Sonate, Op. 7, Greig. e from 34

l reproduction on the part of the
of + ceacepiee worthy of the came; ie other words, earnest student
who looka at the deeper content of
musithai a the reacite of pereepucn lie, met an etd, bat
cal
though
the
t,
Musicale by the Puptta of Miss M. EB, Bright, Washing.
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Eicwets eeana for gencng af a tree
conception,
ton Seminary, Washington, Ga.
Man, aad mat bufore, will it be readied in the bea!, —joat
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OOMPOSING
Teta wena, Low coupansg, bow great, how induepensable
Tarer are a hondred and
+ gowns che prams tle, by rgb of adeptabrny, in the
different kinds of work
to be doze in composing, andfiftythey
s taxa omyty at cone! expremnon.
in accordance
with
ita being abig work, itke a symphovary
ny
Lan as connder for a moment epee what thie cain
oraione
oF
an
opera,
of & listle thing, like a eqng oror a anpianofo
of
rte
per aminenoe ttoe the paste tents, Aavaming
.
that all the piece.
Theo, wbat one wants may come into one's
Gaur etd cntarboan <f the phrase have been mentall
bead
when
y
apr
walking or dritivg, or in hekc acrehice: indeed, but
epanendnd,—s renelt which, white dotoah, ia perfectl front
in
of the paper it haa lo de. writen on.
y
semana, sad has shane have
Then were ie tbe general
oryetadl and fm the merical
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crenaatedeeat an 4 thanghtGat —~ Sanght with
which
atuaily
comes
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big, clocdy way, carof ‘which
cunatiartal, aipierioree "ome uportal Gactor meaning
the details emerge iote
in fet to
Sa srmatdoout. cummeip, Waa which grec
th andible realy.
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dueuncteea by degree, and often

want doing over and
over again.
Te manent wa once Sean cape,
3
»| prefer tbe
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are ne chinging ae to come,
ie
Ae rapide wring 12 onder, vertein
ly
tare ond anything womhy of Une mame of woart owe gould
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i + The Bylphide,
Rubbora : Reterprise Palka Goerdeler
|Mandolis Sernade Bom: Charof
getheUbions (four hands
G
Geesme dor Voter, Cart rive;
Le Guacite, Wellenhsept; Retour de Printemps, rey
Moeh

hing.
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Ot aenkeA

Sse

storie,

2 nwnMKe dingy ta ahi aeniuyg ta Rate me glond:
Homies”
he aaipimenic, a gieitd SpPmesION,”

toe alae
race Riedie Mer’, ful hk enki enue HW)
Khe
Mery eae ginelered aibavud,
Wihaniiaee ee rraccsiio weerwerd
Kin EMRE gave
lad oy hckies Wie Sreyecifin etaiuib wbaestshedeenally exkepwitiend
Thre 0 metasall, Poivelibe ide the amapeMty of sonoma
he tras cemaomsliy comllnde thal wach Hpedid of
Prmcnince vious Ge lunges unde cop of Nincitiieml ©
chien, of MenibisiOk” A Ube WomSdepememinng Pow
of out anane gavebes tie angle thew ;amd ot at Ube Une
wind above ol thio Bighhiy oimpowtans Sacto 12 ubeof plage
a
togroms tteat eo mow’ 19 speak mute jmuroculassy.
The diligent poactnve of woalen, sspegps, 28 exercines
M4 wihentmece unentewded with bemeti: Gay, more, 38
Fuemrely permtcroies 12 eect ?
~ Whaa an edesed Mataczent!” nome will exciains;
“What muschiorous eatruth } others,
Nevertheiess, we axpect thal, in a lance parcentage
of cater, Use teckersal exercites 9o iadortmoualy prac:
toed OF innremeninin and rocalias not ooly do pot
weed to the iniproresent of iberr plang
aad mngrog,
but new, on the coatrars, calcaiated to deatroy
dePeete eich mencal tate and iwtelligence as ide and
student
Ongsnaily possessed.
We bare all beard of the workman who is constantly
atieuding to the “fii and proper cond ian ' of bis toola,
sharpoming, oiling, etc., but wdO never
does anything
with them that gains for him mach profit or Applauee ;
sud Uere can be no denying that a large number ot
hard-worming music students are im # corresponding
paght tor very similar ressons, Let ua endeavor w
peat oot what, mainly, these reasons are; premising
that,
atbough ine following remarks are intended
especially for tbe benefit of studenta of the piano, more
apply with more or teas cogency to atl ivstrumental they
and
vocal atudente,
Those who practice technical exercises at the piano
muy de divided into two broad classes—(1) the wninformed iaduferentists who consider tbey bave
done
wreryehing avediul for progresa, it they have vaderggne
sendkett
iy cenracion.. a
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takably’to any’ unfortunate listener the Ricking of a
hore in its
stabie, Or the fatry fuotatepa of awooden:

for the development

legged Greenwich pensioner outioran airing Of course,
the case of guch Reyboard-worriere ae tnese io quite
hopeless;

Ita distingutshing characteristics

their ways, radically and entirely,
The second class of workers at technics may be
termed the misguided enthusiasts, who bave the beneGr,

and

comprisean original aystem

Technio

of & complete tachnie, fram the beginner to the
Gulebed arte.

half aa hour's hard fabor at the keyboard, per diet,
‘raveliog bump, bamp, bamp, up and down some bre
octaves out ot the teven, ine way that suggests unmis-

they will never play well unless they mend

probably, of good tuiuon, are very anxious to excel, avd
Practice dome two or three bours.a day, yet whose play
jng of piecea ater years of this kind
not
lmprove—indeed, often retrogrades. of thing does
fa
Their playing of acules, arpeggi, etc., is often character:
ized by the three S's ot piano pracuce—"*
smoothgeas,
Used toadhe bo erery wariety of tone calor and dyna. ureagib, and speed” (as a writer haa expreased ii)” yet
whea one hears them render a ggod piece one iv dismalo quantity, and an effective system of volocity
apporated at the
are: Au active wre of the pupli’s mind in technionl work. with the rontitant rapid and thorough
development; the application of socents, thua
devoioplug a trae rhythm ;a discriminating touch
Prackion

that gemume

the necessary facility and

speed of execution. Ali of which {* applied to
(he artaiic and expressive rendition of musical
oniapemitiona,

.They are printed ta feparste vol-

Smes, (n omter ta enable temachem who are atill
dependent upos mime other system of technios to
adil tothelt pronont eiock the particular
part of
Mason's fystom: which they happen to need.
Mayertoare tax vhown that toachem differ greauly
{a Ghoir emliustias of the relative value of the
Amer clornonta ta Maw sHyatem, and the pobit
dattog

LQ separate

wale
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slight traces of these three desiderata,

These elso are, in a sense,

conUneaily, yet they certainly never improve,practicing
because, hke
the students juat referred to, they are traveling
away

jrom the Delectable Mountains of Perfection rather than

toward them *

ems Kreider!

Tare weehged |

& prominent

taal the time gained by harried practice ts thrice lost aa
far na the player's progress (xconcerned. The bare hea

ip the field of musical
awdy. Another common.
of unimproving prac.
\ice ie the selection of studies and,
pieces beyond -tbe
powers

of the
performer—in thia case certainly acase
of uonatural selection ; but it is

known to mousicisns
that to students who have pot thewelladvantage
of the judg.
ment of # competent teacher this practice
possesses 8
perverse fascination,
Bu’, ss previously stated, the principal reason that
earnest practice often faila to produce the beneficial ro-

salts naturally looked for, is the Inck

on the part of the
Madent of the power of
nt application of ‘the
dexterity and knowledgeintellige
of such means - acquired.
Students, nowadays, stady ‘theory
aa practice
anivereally; yet how seldom does. ’ oneaa well
notice any sign
of euch theoretical knowledge in a work affording.opportunities for, pay,. more, demanding it? To cites

typical instance,

how commen it is to hear a Bach fugue
pecokarly exasperating when there is nothing of intelli.
gence or insight bebind! No coberent setting forth of

rendered with that accuracy of note and time which is so

the exposition;

no gentle insistence at the re-entry

of
the eubject; no deft interweaving of the threads
of the
fabric at the advent of the * Stretto;"" nothing, indeed,

save a censeless tirade of strumming that haa

more
point or interest than the monotonons hum of anothreeh-

ing machine.

Ao regards the immensely-numerous

Jady atudents, it

is, we fear, an undeniable fact that the souls of many of
the '‘gentler sex" do not rise above the low level of

“fancy work,” and they, accordingly, go through their
“‘praétice'' iamuch the eame persevering
, soaliess fashion

that they do their crewel, their macrame, and e thousand

and one inane contrivances

for making the coming of
pleasant aa may be,
With such a8 these the caltivation ‘olthe habit ot think-

those years they dread so much as

ing is impossible, and, consequently, really thoughtful,
intelligent

practice is out of the question,
But it is far from our wish to be severe
the
ladies, who, as we bave jast remarked, make,npon
at any
rete, the most
ering.of etudents, and have, time
and ogain; enricheOwe wettd of music with many edmirable virtuosi al? myficians; we merely enjoin upon

earnest students of doth rexes to strive to use intelli:
gently. and, consequently, advantageously, the tecbnical

aide Cine tools, agit were) to the cultivation of which

they devote go much time, labor, and

patience,

We may profitably conclude with this axiom for the
student: Play your exercises more as though they were

pieces, and your pieces will not then so frequently sound

like exercises
As regarda the “uninformed indi(ferent
theordinary
Thus, and thus only, are you likely to get satisfactory
teachers have much to anawer for in thea,""
opprobri
um
at
“returns
on that precious cavital of paygical
mental
taching to their manner of manipulatiog the keyboard.
labor
rou have invested go largelyintechnicalandstudies.
——
A child's iaiuauon into the profundites of 1bs divine The Keyboard.
att is 100 commonly, commenced by putting
at the
very eatset, to master (') the seale of C with bothst, hands
nonnlianconsty |
Asyone who kapwe anything of piano-pla
is aware
FROM A TEACHER'S NOTE BOOK.
of ine groms deficatiy of getting the eoale, ying
in one fand
Maun. periectly even and amootb, even after
frontha of persevering peacuce; how, then, canmany
the
RY Cc. W, PULLWoon,
veneat tyro posbly perform the hopeless, heartless task
of playing a ncave two hanced al the wery octact?
ve
The renadt sa, an might reasonably
ds
the Reooarizand
e foster that enbile bond of magnetic sym:
herr d jetomle tumbier and budgies beup expecte
and down the paby between teacher and pupil.
deytecard, coe hand lagging behind ube oiber,
You are, for the tims
and when,
perchacie, barb hatdt de happen to cinke tro botes of
f, Working togetber for each ators’ good.
shy AAS Ranke PtwultancoENty, st of, nineteen chapcen
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The litle

The

of
our knowledge does not depend apon how manyvalue
things
we have

learned, but upon’ how well we have learned the

single thing.

Rees.

Young players understand this well enough,
but so many

Sometimes I

No matter, afterall,

Grader,

aaa

There is no good playing possible without the strict

rest.

It's ap easier taak to educate a pupil in music, when

PERTINENT SUGGESTIONS,
Destaovixe

Inpivipvaiity.—I find

art, than when there is no such person st

the following in
the London Musical Times, edited by Joxeph
Bennett,
the distingui

tbe young pupil will alwys look up to some one as bis
ideal; bis whole being will become more or less saturated

much food for reflection :
“The young American musician haa but one idea
of
educatio

to masicel

Where there is 8 musica) atmosphere at home,

with musics] ideas.

Bat when s pupil has no one at bis

home to inspire him, perhaps, even, no one to encourege

shed critic aad essayist.

f think it contains

n—to go to Germany and study under Reinecke,

Jadassobn, or Rheinberger.

By thio

he gets a
sound tuition, no doubt, but not’a trace means
of ‘ny individa-

bim, then the teacher bse s much more difficult task be=

ality ; in fact, it becomes a serious question for our pracical

yquog

ly aatiefactory (and certainly cheaper) to rest content
with

fore him.

Jn order not to let the ipterestofthe

pupil die oat, especially when practicing does not

teem play, but very hard toork, it will be a good thing for

or biegrapbical remarks

neighbors to consider whether 1¢ would not be equel.

large importation of ready-made Germen musi¢ians,
al@hys their
and to

the teacher to dovote the last few minutes of every lesson

cease from exporting raw material, to have

it sent
back, practically identical with the Teutonic article,
’—
Reader.
=
Waew to Broix Sropy.—I think there can be no

definite oge fixed as to the time for beginning the study
of music, Tho development of the musical taste in
the
young is the best guide as to the proper
time.
the
boywund girletrequenuy hear good music, and sleo Let
permit
them to have access to the pianoforte under proper
‘supervision ; and as they begin to have ideas of their own
with regard to compomtion, they should
ateacher.
There is more danger of beginning too earlyhave
with teaching
than too late.
Only the beat teachers ehould be engaged.

Thins fallacy to believe that ‘* anybody will do” for teach-

Alinira Greene.
and be dolghied with theirteacher's playing. More than
a Vingvs Tracuino.—The pisnoforte
What, his playing will be apideal which they willstriveto oncePrsroaxin
the easicat and bardest instrument of stady. isAnyat
:
eyanl.
one can play the pianoforte, but few ever do so well;
and then only after yeare and years of toil,
pain, and
Tee Porin's Axeera Boox,
stady. When you hate surmounted all difficulties, not
Of ail the things & popil is Uaaght, be really knows one in a buadred among your sudience realizes through
iwhat labor you bare passed. Yet ibey are all capable of
only thote Rings apd oan call chem his own which be ‘oriticisin
understanding what your playing abould
can explaig husaalt. The piao pupil's inetrections are be, Anyg and
ope who takes ap pianoforte
with &
menddy cau)
The toecker ae only too assily satubed view to
becoming a profeusions) pisaist playing
haa taken on
wk an efirmamee word Grom the pop, uaying be has Dimeelfaneefal borden. But beter that than the drodgwutormad Ghe explaaanion, ete. 1 the pupil i abked. ery of giving pianoforte lessons, —lgmace Paderewshi.
The pupils will appreciate that,

Ao enpieus © centwie Using, he a alwaye ready to exoune

a

vaanatnhclory

eaxpilaaetrcrsn,

mods

thom wha telihen or Jeers, Thich
ged tae
nies oatyg, wand whoa,
oven, ede Sk hae cegluetaitnn
4. 2 Day gseiange ole geambionais
Yee

& SOME, Lancia,
AMER

Hime devoted to this will be well-spent,

observance of every sign, beita note, or ita negative,
a

the pupil's parents or some one of the house is devoted

Sow porer

net ARRAN Som
EMO

plen'y of qvegtionstobe answered in writing.

every rast accurately.

Wore?

a
ats POR CALL ORD,
“A

lion, rhythm, elementary kurmony, expression, touch,

teebnic, etc, thata wide awake teacher will always
able wogive to bis pupils, according to their stendirg,bo

think that the word rest, as @ masical term, is
not a for-

to playing for the pupil, But the ‘teacher must play only
tach music as is not too far above the pupil's understanding. Appreciation of good masic does not come at
By JAQUES
BLUMENTHAL,
once by simply liatenivg to it, bot gradually, and by
Tana tanga oy ceneitared ta te ime Beet werk Ente produced by repeated
mudy of it ‘Therefore, where the musical
z
he Eminent Commoner
education depends cotirely upon the teacher, it will be
advaable,
nay, even peceasary, for him to play for hia
Paver Cover. 81.00. Cith, @2,00,
young pupile music which is jomt a grade above them.
With 0 the tencber can give alow explanatory, historical
c4aT

Mme to time. There iseo much vontained in musical nots-

BY O, W, GRIMM,

home.

GROSSMITH'’S

If you do pot

want
to give thes questions for erery lesvon, then do it from

tunate one in the English language,

Piarino ror Youxo Popizs.
in

By F. P, TOSTI.

GEORGE

by giving Ubem, when there kre Gre questions, »20 for

every. question sorrectly ameweréd.

is marked; they take a rest on the key.

EOROES FROM THE STUDIO.

IN TWO BOOKS. PRICE $1.00, NET, EACH BOOK,

Emaine am eas

co.

Papile ae delighted to waewer quostions, emproislly it

Foe soa
tteks
habit tomerk Ube meritsofther papers,

what it ia called, be persistent that the
pupil observe

Masters

Also at Royal Aandomy,

Ubbnge previowily lncrned —-

Notes are signe of tones, rests are signa of silence.
who bas not patience enough to practice do not act accordingly. They let their Singers hold out
day on studies the teacher
baa given, and the preceding note, instead of raising them where a rest

19 Conta

Collées, ate , Londen, England.

+

who does nat care to become a musician,
like to learn s few pieces for her own

10, The pupil who ia alwaya late,

NEW EDUCATIONAL WORK,
Now

a MARE,

because papa or mamma dees not like to bear (bem.

A. GORING
THOMAS.
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BIRMINGHAM

ETUDE

Pde met meu
write

Cowe dediociionr

ot pueaBneatian
dan hae gn

ing beginners —

Crsmwwe

Ornen Trrcwens' Poriae —I consider that

His very unfair afer a pupil

hee studied

foar or bre
yours With a taaober, to bate tbe pupil for
gp 0 another
lemcher, and, efter three monthe’ aiudy wih the second
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Daring the pi
tion I ordered trom
Mason's Touch and Technic," andyoa, Vols. 1
have
the course with great satisfa
ction. Bose Practice, used
the
mort tedious of aT eadioe for beginners,
is
made
a most
fascinating study.
l and enjoy the
exercises very mach,1 ose Vol. 1 mapeel
na. M,N. Trees,
aod of

have
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MANN,
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subject.
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- PADEREWSKI AND “TOUGH AND TECHNIG.”
Oopy of a Letter from Paderewski

to Wm.

Mason,

Testimonial

as to Touch

and Technic.”

Paris, 94 Avenue Victor Hugo,
Deak

_ oth of July, 1894.

Mr. Mason:—

Several

~
months ago 1 wrote you along lette
r c ongratulating you upon your
remarkable “Touch and Technica"
I suppose that letter never reached you, because in
your

last communication you ask me again my
opinion about your work.

As T am very busy at this time, and besid
es am’ on the eve of departure, I can
only very bricAy summarize what
I said before. The work is full of origi
nal and practical
views.

Your svatem for the development
of Pi ano Technic; with all its rhythmic
al combina-.
trans,
ts of a mow
convincing simplicity,
The pedal study, which you have so caref
ully
wi od out, is a ferle Masterpiece,
and I venture to say that, as far as
1
reme
mber, that
tftyect hae never been trea
ted before with such competence,
lucidity, and justifiable authority.
Oa the whole sour method can
be net only a guide for pupils, but
also a great
‘p tor many

Woh

teachers

Remdiess

and at such l recomeend

regbahde,

it most

heartily.

I reoetianty, wey r wmCctely,
(Signed)

VJ.

Papgrnwexs,
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FOR THE PIAROFORTE.

PRACTICAL HARMONY FOR STUDENTS
,

oY

or. ¥. lL, RITTER.
Price, $1.00, tn Boards.

Ropaciwity ouireravet ty foacts oe Ae of Compaction
and
Semper insider,

By A. SPENGLER.
Price, ball cloth, $1.50.
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Price,
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STUDIES IN MEASURE AND RHYTHM,
By E. W. KRAUSE.

.
FOR PRIVATE, CLASS OR SELF-INSTRUCTIO
N
Price, 61,50inBoards,
A Systematicand Practical Treatment of Measure
Price, $1.50,
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and
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l
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r
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THE STUDY OFTHE PIANO.
By H. Prrent.
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By JAMES HAMILTON HOWE.
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ADT.
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A, Work for every teacher. Full of valuable hints
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